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No. 2001lCEDO/SD/09 (Duplicate) New Delhi, Dated ot.05.2020

The General Manager,
South Western Railway,
Hubballi.

Sub: Crossing of trains at Yedakumari and Kadagaravalli stations of Sakleshpur-
Subrahmanya Road BG (Ghat) section on Mysore Division, South Western
Railway

Ref: (i) SWR letter No. SWRIW.439/SKLR-SBHR-Relaxation, dt. 13.08.2019
(ii) CCRS letter No M.16011101l2018-19/SWR/SBHR-SKLR dated 04.03.2020
(iii) CRS/SC letter No Q.l5013/03/2019-20 SWR/2263-64, dated 15.02.2020

1. The request of SWR vide letter under reference (i), forwarded by CCRS vide letter under
reference (ii) seeking the sanction of Ministry of Railways, for permitting crossing of trains
at Yedakumari and Kadagaravalli has been examined in Board's office.

2. Board has approved Crossing of trains at Yedakumari and Kadagaravalli Stations with the
following stipulations:

(i) Adherence to all the conditions laid down by CRS vide letter No
Q.15013/03/2019-20 SWR/2263-64, dated 15.02.2020 along with all
enclosures.

(ii) Adherence to all the conditions mentioned in Joint Safety Certificate
No.02/2015/R-2 dated 02.08.2019 along with Annexure-l and accompanying
Track & Bridge Certificate.

(iii) Adherence to CCRS stipulations that:

a) When loop lines at KGVL & YDK are occupied, run through shall be
permitted except in following conditions:

1. In UP direction (UP gradient), passenger train following goods
train shall not be allowed.

11. In DN direction (DN gradient), goods train following passenger
train shall not be allowed.

b) If only one UP train is in SVGL-DOGL section, then the up train can
be allowed to run through (the main line) at YDK and KGVL station.

(iv) Commissioning of work of Changes/Modifications in the Signaling and
interlocking arrangements at Yedukumari and Kadagaravalli station with

suitable change in block and signalinginterlockingas men~o: ~;~



CRS letter No Q.15013/03/2019-20 SWR/2263-64, dated 15.02.2020, before,
allowing train crossing at Yedakumari and Kadagaravalli stations.

3. Board has further stipulated the following for running of train in above Ghat Section:
a. All the locomotives running in the section are fitted with properly working dynamic brakes

and AEB conforming to RDSO instruction bulletin on the subject (Instruction bulletin No.
MP.IB.EC.01.02.08 dated 08.01.2008 issued by Motive power directorate subsequently).

b. Before entering the ghat section, it has to be ensured that AEB is in working order. There
should be a provision of on-line test of dynamic brakes and AEB of the locomotives in the
block section preceding the station from which ghat section begins. Railway should lay
down a procedure for carrying out such tests and maintain suitable records.

c. It shall be ensured that AEB is activated at a specified location at the beginning of the ghat
for a speed, which is 10% higher than the maximum permissible speed of the ghat section.
Further, it has to be ensured that AEB cannot be deactivated until the train reaches a
specified location at the bottom of the ghat section.

d. Only air brake rolling stocks are permitted in the section. Locomotive and trains should be
provided with composite brake blocks.

e. The Brake power is checked by SSE/JE(C&W) before the train enters the Ghat section.
The brake power percentage is to be laid down by railway administration.

f. The train, load and sectional details shall be submitted to RDSO and the operation shall be
simulated theoretically by Motive Power Directorate to indicate the maximum permissible
speed down the ghat for a particular set of locomotives and train. This calculated speed is
only the upper limit and is not the maximum permissible speed by itself. Intensive
controllability trials, based on the speed certificates issued by RDSO, shall be carried out to
determine the maximum speed of operation for a particular train and locomotives, which in
any case shall not exceed the theoretically determined speed.

g. Special emphasis shall be made during the controllability trial to consider and evaluate
aspects like overheating of wheels, excessive drop of BP, etc. In any case, BP shall not be
allowed to drop more than l kg/sq.cm, with occasional peaks of 1.1kg/sq. cm, at any stage.

h. It shall also be ensured that the emergency breaking distance is adequate with respect to
the signal visibility and inter-signalling distances as existing at site. In case of passenger
carrying trains, it is desirable that the locomotives (independent brake) be capable of
holding the train on running gradient of the section.

1. Under no circumstance a train should be worked on the Ghat without double heading of
the locomotives so that dynamic braking is reliable. The maximum speed of train should
be decided by considering dynamic brake power of one locomotive lesser than the total
locomotives hauling the train.

J. Reliable communication is to be ensured with banking locos, these should have working
ODB systems to act in co-ordination with leading locos.

k. This relaxation of non provision of catch siding is meant for non electrified routes, as no
trials of AEB have been done for Electric locomotives. ' "
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4. South Western Railway shall modify the Station Working Rule (SWR) of concerned
Stations accordingly. A copy of the SWRs shall also be sent to the office of CCRS and
CRS/SC for their perusal before permitting crossing of trains at Yedakumari and
Kadagaravalli stations.

5. South Western Railway shall obtain separate sanction of Railway Board for Electric
Traction once section is electrified.
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[Rly no. 030-44803, MTNL No.-011-23383379]

No. 2001lCEDO/SD/09 (Duplicate)
Copy forwarded for information to:

New Delhi, Dated .05.2020

(i) Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, N.E. Railway, DRM Office Campus, 16Ashok
Marg, Lucknow-226001.

(ii) Commissioner of Railway Safety, Southern Circle, 7, Seshadri Road, Gandhi Nagar,
Banglore- 560009.
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